David Starkey talks about clever and hapless political
leaders.
Today September 2018: outspoken historian David Starkey will set out the striking
parallels between Brexit and Henry VIII’s split from Rome at a talk in Yorkshire next
month. Chris Burn speaks to him about what he thinks Theresa May could learn from
the Tudor monarch.
Link : https://www.yorkshirepost.co.uk/news/analysis/david-starkey-on-brexitrepeating-history-and-why-he-thinks-theresa-may-is-terrible-1-9361688/
Henry VIII was an English leader left frustrated and humiliated by an unyielding
greater power across the Channel, unmoved by attempts to change its rules despite
increasingly-desperate entreaties and negotiations.
The description aptly fits Theresa May following the excruciating rejection of her plan
for Brexit by European Union leaders in Salzburg last week - but the nation has been
here before almost 500 years ago when Henry VIII sought the permission of the
Catholic Church in Rome to annul his marriage with Catherine of Aragon so he could
wed Anne Boleyn.
Henry first made the request to annul the marriage to Pope Clement in 1527 but was
refused. Years of political manoeuvring in an attempt to change the decision failed
and in 1531, the Pope ruled that Henry was not free to remarry and any children he
had with Anne would be viewed as illegitimate.
But Henry ultimately got his own way through a split from Rome in what is now
known as The English Reformation - the king was declared Supreme Head and Sole
Protector of the Church in England, his marriage to Catherine was annulled and he
wedded Anne in 1533.
Now the many extraordinary parallels - and some of the key differences - between
what happened in Henry VIII’s day and the UK’s on-going split with Europe are to be
explored by the celebrated and often-controversial historian David Starkey at a talk
in Harrogate next month.
Speaking over the phone to The Yorkshire Post last Thursday, hours before
European Council president Donald Tusk dealt a seemingly-fatal blow to Mrs May’s
Chequers plan, Starkey says there is a key difference between the prime minister
and Henry VIII, who eventually got what he wanted through Parliament.
“He played his cards cleverly. There was a huge propaganda campaign and bullying
and bribery but he was a great political leader,” he says. “She isn’t.”
Starkey, who has studied Henry VIII for decades and written several books about
him, has long spoken of the way in which the Reformation sowed the seeds of Euroscepticism particularly in England and the nation’s “semi-detached relationship with

continental Europe”.
“Nobody before Henry would have made any argument about England being not
much different from the rest of Europe. It was Henry who turns England into a
defensible island, who literally fortifies the English coastline. It really is Henry that
turns England into a genuine island.”
While Starkey admits Henry had “other means of persuasion” not open to May to
make his case - Lord Chancellor Thomas More was beheaded for treason after
opposing the separation from the Catholic Church, for example - the historian says
many of his arguments have echoes with those made by Brexiteers today.
“Clearly the religious belief aspect is separate when it comes to the Reformation,” he
says. “But Henry didn’t fight it on the grounds of religious belief, he fought it on the
grounds of sovereignty for England to take decisions for itself - just the kind of things
we have been arguing about since the whole debate of joining the EU once the
Common Market started turning into a would-be federalist state.
“Henry is saying ‘I don’t want my rights to marry who I wish to be decided by a
foreign court’. The Roman Catholic Church of the time looks very much like the
European Union of today - an international body with its own body of law, general
assembly and elected head. All the other EU countries now and the churches then
are subordinate.
“The resemblances are really very striking. The whole point of the talk is Henry’s
decision to break with this took England in a very different direction. For 500 years,
we have had propaganda that we are different, separate and do things our own way.
When the referendum took place in 2016, Henry VIII won again.”
Starkey voted Leave in 2016 and says he would do so again, describing himself as
“rational Brexiteer”. “We were never fully part of the EU, outside the Schengen
agreement, outside the single currency. The reason I finally came to the decision to
put my cross for Leave was the progress of the EU to becoming a federalist state
seemed to be unstoppable.”
He says he had expected a narrow victory for Remain and was shocked by the
outcome. “The result was totally astonishing. You had the whole weight of the state
and all forms of polite opinion had been against the Leave vote and yet the vote took
place. In the cold light of day, one does begin to wonder how you untangle 40 years
of economic integration.”
But despite still supporting Brexit, Starkey is dismayed by how it is progressing and
has some blunt words when asked what Henry VIII’s lessons could teach Mrs May,
who he describes as a “terrible Prime Minister”.*
“She could learn to be a better politician,” he says. “But the thing that is totally
extraordinary when you look back is Henry underestimated at first how difficult it was

going to be. He got it badly wrong for two years. There was a major humiliation in
1527 when the ecclesiastical court in London refused to consider his case and
referred it to Rome.
“But then he did what Theresa May should have done - he went away and thought,
researched and considered and then came up with a properly reasoned strategy**
which was then pursued rigorously and fearlessly over a long period of time.”
Starkey holds out little hope this will happen today, saying that in his view Mrs May is
“without every conceivable quality you need for a Prime Minister at a moment of
national crisis”. “Everyone says she is resilient but what is the virtue of resilience
when you are doing something badly? We are in a terrible position and the
alternative is even worse. Jeremy Corbyn is the only reason she is still there, he is a
catastrophe. In the whole of my life, I can’t recall two such poor leaders.”
He says the poor state of political debate was also evidence during the referendum
campaign, with a “shocking lack of clarity” on both sides. “People go on about how
dreadful Boris Johnson’s claims were but equally the other side’s decision to
campaign on terms of economic scare stories was idiotic. In contrast, in Henry’s day,
what is very striking is the clarity on both sides, most clearly exemplified in the trial of
Thomas More.”
Despite the links between the events of the 16th Century and today, Starkey says
Henry’s experiences are no guide to the future and can teach us “nothing” about
what is to come in the next few months and years.
“History is not prediction and anybody who claims it is a charlatan. But it does offer
perspective and points of clarity. You can see how we have had a very similar
rupture in our relations with another international body that purported to represent
European ideals.”
**
•

Contrary to the Facebook statements of the PM which was strewn with errors: -

•

1. The EFTA countries are not and never have been in the Customs Union

•

2. The EFTA countries do not pay annual dues to be in the Single market.

•

3. The EFTA countries do not accept 100% of the EU Rules and RegulaHons, but rather only
the trade related ones [some 20-30%] and can speciﬁcally agree not to accept any that they
seek to reject.

•

Were these errors poliHcal and intenHonal or just signs of the ignorance of the PM? Is that
perchance why she cobbled such a hopeless plan together at Chequers??

